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Compilers often weaken or even discard software-based countermeasures commonly used to protect programs
against side-channel attacks; worse, they may also introduce vulnerabilities that attackers can exploit. The
solution to this problem is to develop compilers that preserve these countermeasures. Prior work establishes
that (a mildly modified version of) the CompCert and Jasmin formally verified compilers preserve constant-
time, an information flow policy that ensures that programs are protected against cache side-channel attacks.
However, nothing is known about preservation of speculative constant-time, a strengthening of the constant-
time policy that ensures that programs are protected against Spectre v1 attacks. We first show that preservation
of speculative constant-time fails in practice by providing examples of secure programs whose compilation is
not speculative constant-time using GCC (GCC -O0 and GCC -O1) and Jasmin. Then, we define a proof-of-
concept compiler that distills some of the critical passes of the Jasmin compiler and use the Coq proof assistant
to prove that it preserves speculative constant-time. Finally, we patch the Jasmin speculative constant-time
type checker and demonstrate that all cryptographic implementations written in Jasmin can be fixed with
minimal impact.

1 INTRODUCTION
Timing attacks is a class of side-channel attacks that collect and analyze timing behavior of
programs to learn about confidential data manipulated during execution [41]. Over the last decades,
timing attacks have been used extensively to retrieve secret keys from popular cryptographic
implementations, see e.g., [3, 4, 12, 19, 30, 32, 50, 52, 54, 56, 65]. One recipe to protect cryptographic
libraries against such attacks is to follow the constant-time (CT) discipline. The CT discipline is
simple to state: a program is constant-time if its control flow and memory accesses do not depend
on secrets. Unfortunately, writing efficient constant-time code is error-prone. To avoid such errors,
developers have access to a broad range of tools for checking that a program is constant-time [13, 31,
37]. Many tools operate at source level. This allows analyzing fine-grained properties (if needed by
means of interactive tools) and significantly eases developer feedback. However, this is at the cost of
ignoring the possibility of compiler security bugs [29, 64]. They can have disastrous consequences,
as demonstrated by the recent side-channel attack of the reference implementation of ML-KEM [51],
a post-quantum key encapsulation mechanism under standardization by NIST. Purnal’s discovery
is an example of a compiler—in this case Clang—undoing programmer’s countermeasures in a code
snippet with non-trivial control flow—specifically, nested loops. However, the issue also manifests
itself in straight line code, i.e., code without conditionals or loops. For instance, Scott [53] recently
reports that startling code generated by Fiat-Crypto may be compiled to branching code—in this
case, using Clang for a 64-bit risc-v architecture. An alternative is to check for constant-time at
target level, immunizing against compiler bugs compromising security. However, targeting low-level
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programs makes it harder to carry interactive fine-grained analyses and to provide useful feedback
to developers. Fortunately, one can obtain the best of the two worlds by proving that the compiler
preserves constant-time, i.e., that the compilation of a constant-time program is constant-time.
Preservation of constant-time allows us to check for constant-time on source programs, thereby
simplifying analysis and programmer feedback, and obtain guarantees on assembly programs,
thereby ensuring the absence of compiler induced security vulnerabilities. Recent work shows
that preservation of constant-time can be practical. For instance, CompCertCT [15] shows how
CompCert [43], a formally verified optimizing C compiler not designed with security in mind,
can be made to preserve constant-time with only mild adjustments during instruction selection
and assembly generation. Another example is the Jasmin compiler, used to generate efficient
cryptographic implementations [5, 6], which has been shown to preserve constant-time [11, 18].
Unfortunately, the constant-time policy is no longer the golden standard for cryptographic

libraries. Indeed, there is a long line of work showing that constant-time cryptographic code is
vulnerable against transient execution attacks [9, 27, 39, 58–60]. In this paper, we focus on Spectre-
PHT [40], a.k.a. Spectre v1, the most basic form of Spectre attack, in which an attacker hijacks
the branch predictor in order to force the program to execute a control flow path of their choice,
independently of the values of the guards. Spectre-PHT is a powerful attack, allowing, in particular,
an attacker to force a program to skip security-critical code. Accounting for Spectre-PHT leads to
the notion of speculative constant-time, or SCT, which informally ensures that an attacker with full
control over the branch predictor and full ability to observe program leakage cannot learn anything
about secrets [26]. Since speculative constant-time is even more error-prone that constant-time,
researchers have developed many different tools for checking that a program is SCT [25]. These
tools support different protection methods, such as fence insertion [16, 57] and speculative load
hardening (SLH) [24, 49, 66]. The most promising approach to date is selective speculative load
hardening (selSLH), a refinement of SLH that minimizes the amount of protections inserted in
programs based on a fine-grained information flow analysis [9]. Selective SLH is implemented
in the Jasmin language [5, 6], in the form of new language primitives that programmers can use
at their discretion [10], with the help of an information flow type system that ensures that the
program contains sufficiently many and well-placed mitigations. Selective SLH primitives allow
programmers to write SCT programs with minimal overhead; for instance, protecting a state-of-
the-art ML-KEM implementation against Spectre-PHT incurs a performance penalty of about 1%.
Unfortunately, these primitives are added to source programs, creating the risk that the Jasmin
compiler produces assembly programs that are not speculative constant-time. The risk of breaking
speculative constant-time is not limited to the Jasmin compiler. Indeed, early work by Patrignani
and Guarnieri [49] shows that mainstream compilers produce assembly code that is insecure under
speculative execution.

Problem statement and contributions. The main contribution of this paper is to prove preservation
of speculative constant-time for a proof-of-concept compiler inspired by the Jasmin language. We
specifically target Spectre-PHT.

As a preliminary step and a motivation for this work, we show that preservation of speculative
constant-time fails in practice, either because optimizations tamper with source-level counter-
measures, or because they introduce leakage that does not exist at source level. We consider two
examples:
• GCC, where we show that manual instrumentation of speculative load hardening in C programs
is discarded by GCC -O1. This suggests to use GCC -O0 to preserve security. Unfortunately,
we dispel this suggestion by providing an example of a speculative constant-time C program
that is compiled using GCC -O0 into an assembly program that is not. In the second case, the
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culprit is spilling, which introduces new memory accesses and thus opportunities for Spectre
attacks;
• Jasmin, where we show an example of a Jasmin program that is speculative constant-time—and,

in fact, typable with the type system of [10]—whose compilation is not. In this case, the culprit
is memory reuse, and concretely the stack allocation pass that introduces array reuse.

Then, we make the following contributions:
• We develop general results for preservation of speculative constant-time.We lift the well-known
notions of forward and backward simulations to the speculative setting, and reestablish in
our setting the classical result that forward simulations entail backward simulations assuming
progress of the source language and determinism of the target language;
• We define a core language with primitives for protecting against Spectre-PHT, and endow the
language with two speculative semantics. The first semantics provides an explicit treatment
of initialized values that is used to address the issue with array reuse, and overcomes another
incongruity of prior semantics (see Section 5.3). The second semantics imposes additional
requirements on directives, which simplifies simulation proofs. We prove the equivalence of
these semantics with respect to speculative constant-time;
• We prove preservation of speculative constant-time for a number of compiler passes of interest,
including array reuse and array concatenation, which are used in the Jasmin compiler. Then,
we prove a composition result and conclude that the combination of all these passes preserves
SCT; and
• We adapt the SCT type system of [10] both for our core language and for the Jasmin language.
For our core language, we show an end-to-end theorem stating that typable programs are
compiled into speculative constant-time programs. For the Jasmin language, we show that
the practical impact of our adaptation is very minimal on existing Jasmin implementations.
Specifically, we show that all implementations of the libjade library are conveniently patched
with little effort and no overhead.

For the sake of concreteness, our presentation discusses exclusively on (selective) speculative
load hardening. However, the simplest (but expensive) protection against Spectre-PHT is to insert
memory fences. Therefore, it is reasonable to ask if compilers preserve speculative constant-time
when programs are protected with fences. All the preservation results of this paper extend mutatis
mutandis to fences, as the init_msf() instruction used in this paper is a form of fence instruction.

Artifacts. All our results are formally verified in the Coq proof assistant. The full Coq formalization
is available as supplementary material on https://artifacts.formosa-crypto.org/data/sct-preservation.
tbz.

2 BACKGROUND
Program execution involves intricate interactions between multiple processor components, collec-
tively known as the micro-architecture. These interactions are bidirectional: micro-architectural
components are updated during execution, and they influence execution, e.g., through the execution
time. For example, the state of caches and predictors is continuously evolving during program
execution, e.g., by adding or evicting a cache entry, or by updating branch prediction counters.
Additionally, the state of the cache or of branch prediction counters may lead to cache misses
and misspredictions, and result in timing differences of executions. Moreover, effects of transient
execution may persist after misspeculation has been detected and misspeculated execution has
been squashed. While these discrepancies have no influence on the correct execution of programs,
attackers can exploit them to recover secrets through side-channel attacks. This section provides a
brief review of attacks, policies and countermeasures.

https://artifacts.formosa-crypto.org/data/sct-preservation.tbz
https://artifacts.formosa-crypto.org/data/sct-preservation.tbz
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2.1 Cache attacks and the constant-time discipline
Cache attacks [19, 50, 56] is a class of side-channel attacks that exploit cache latency, and more
concretely the latency between a cache hit and a cachemiss, to recover cryptographic keys. Examples
of devastating cache attacks include [12, 32, 52, 54, 65].
The constant-time discipline is a programming discipline to protect implementations against

cache attacks by requiring that a program’s control flow and memory accesses do not depend on
secrets. Onemain appeal of the constant-time discipline is thatmany cryptographic implementations
can be implemented in constant-time with minimal overhead, see [38] for an early example.
Another advantage of the constant-time discipline is that it enforces system-level security while
simultaneously being expressible neatly in terms of an instrumented semantics of the form 𝑠

𝑜−→ 𝑠′

where 𝑜 is an observation [14]. In the baseline constant-time model, observations are either a step •
(for instructions that do not leak), or a boolean value branch 𝑏 (for branching instructions), or
a memory address addr 𝑎 𝑖 (for store and load instructions). Then, a program is constant-time
w.r.t. some relation 𝜙 on initial states iff any two executions starting from related states yield equal
leakage. Constant-time is an instance of observational non-interference, and as such can be checked
or enforced using techniques from language-based security. We refer the reader to [13, 31, 37] for a
recent overview of some of the main tools for constant-time verification.

2.2 Speculative attacks and the speculative constant-time discipline
Unfortunately, constant-time programs remain vulnerable to speculative attacks, and in particular
Spectre attacks [40], in which an attacker takes control of speculation mechanisms and makes a
victim program leak sensitive information during misspeculated execution.

Speculative attacks can be broadly described by an instrumented semantics of the form 𝑠
𝑜−→
𝑑

𝑠′

where 𝑠 , 𝑠′, and 𝑜 are, as before, two states and an observation, and 𝑑 is a directive that is used
for resolving (under-specified) speculative choices and hence models an adversary controlling
speculative execution. Given such a speculative semantics, we can define the general notion of
speculative constant-time (SCT for short), with respect to a relation 𝜙 on initial states: it states that
a program does not leak sensitive information in spite of speculative execution.

Several approaches have been proposed to mitigate speculative attacks, and in particular Spectre-
PHT, which exploits branch prediction. The simplest one is to insert a fence after every branch,
effectively blocking any misspeculated execution. Another approach is index masking, which
prevents speculative out-of-bounds accesses by ensuring that every array access is of the form 𝑎[𝑒
mod 𝑛], where 𝑛 is the size of the array. However, both approaches have a significant performance
overhead. A more efficient approach, named speculative load hardening (or SLH for short), creates
control flow dependencies (which may be abused speculatively) through data dependencies (which
are not affected by speculation) [24, 49, 66]. In this way, leaking misspeculated execution steps are
blocked until the end of the speculation window. SLH induces quite a large run-time overhead. A
more refined approach to SLH, called selective SLH (selSLH for short) exploits knowledge about
which data is secret to reduce the need for protection: in many cases, it is unnecessary to detect
misspeculation.

3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
This section illustrates issues with preservation of speculative constant-time for GCC, a widely
used compiler that is not designed with security in mind, and Jasmin, a domain-specific compiler
designed with security in mind.
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1 #define update_msf(msf, e) (e ? msf : -1)
2 #define protect(x, msf) (x | msf)
3
4 uint64_t init_msf() {
5 asm volatile ("lfence" : : : "memory");
6 return 0;
7 }
8
9 uint64_t load(uint64_t* p, uint64_t i) {
10 uint64_t msf = init_msf();
11 uint64_t x = 0;
12 if (i < 10) {
13 msf = update_msf(msf, i < 10);
14 x = p[i];
15 x = protect(x, msf);
16 } else {
17 msf = update_msf(msf, !(i < 10));
18 }
19 return p[x];
20 }

1 load:
2 lfence
3 cmpq $9, %rsi
4 ja .L
5 movq (%rdi,%rsi,8), %rax
6 movq (%rdi,%rax,8), %rax
7 retq
8 .L:
9 xorl %eax, %eax
10 movq (%rdi,%rax,8), %rax
11 retq

Fig. 1. A function with SLH mitigations, before and after compilation with GCC 12.3.0 at optimization level 1.
The array p has size ten.

3.1 Case study I: GCC
Spectre-PHT attacks typically exploit unsafe memory accesses during speculative execution. The
essence of speculative load hardening is to mask such memory accesses such that they do not leak
secrets. To this end, it is necessary to instrument programs so that they can track whether execution
is misspeculating. This is done using a register msf (the misspeculation flag or MSF) to track
misspeculation, and updating this register after each branching statement to check if execution
proceeded into the correct branch or misspeculated. Figure 1 shows an example of a program
instrumented with speculative load hardening, taken from Figure 3a in [10]. The first instruction of
the procedure load sets themsf register to zero using the init_msf instruction, one of the three selSLH
instructions from [10]. This instruction inserts a fence, which has the effect of stopping speculative
execution, and sets the misspeculation flag to zero, to indicate that the program is executing
sequentially—i.e., it has not misspeculated. Then, the flag is updated immediately after entering each
branch of a conditional. This is carried out using the instruction update_msf. Critically, this instruction
updates the MSF using a conditional move, which, contrary to conditional jumps, is not affected by
speculation. This way, update_msf ensures that the register msf accurately tracks misspeculation.
Based on this, we can protect vulnerable memory accesses using the protect instruction, which is
the last selSLH primitive from [10]. This instruction masks values if execution has misspeculated,
so that arrays are accessed to a default index in that case. Overall, the instrumentation ensures that
the program from Figure 1 is speculative constant-time.

Speculative load hardening mitigations are redundant computations in sequential execution; the
GCC compiler (version 12.3.0) detects this at optimization level 1. It notices that the updates to the
msf variable are redundant and therefore removes them, as witnessed by the produced assembly
listing displayed on the right of Fig. 1: the compiler removes the protects and the initialization of
the MSF. As a result, the output assembly is not speculative constant-time.
It is often tempting to address security issues introduced by compilers simply by turning off

optimizations. However, Fig. 2 provides an example of a speculative constant-time program that
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1 uint8_t* tbl;
2
3 uint8_t example(uint64_t sec, uint64_t pub) {
4 uint64_t r = 0;
5 uint64_t p[1] = { pub };
6 if (pub != pub) { p[1] = sec; }
7 return tbl[r];
8 }

example:
...
movq %rdi, -8(%rbp) ;; push sec
movq $0, -24(%rbp) ;; init r
...
je .L
movq -8(%rbp), %rax ;; read sec
movq %rax, -24(%rbp) ;; write r

.L: movq tbl(%rip), %rax ;; load tbl
movq -24(%rbp), %rcx ;; load r
movb (%rax,%rcx), %al ;; tbl[r]
...

Fig. 2. Spilling does not preserve speculative constant-time.

is compiled by GCC -O0 into an assembly program that is not. Indeed, the listing on the left of
Fig. 2 presents a sequentially safe program (note the out-of-bounds access inside the never-taken
then-branch) that is speculative constant-time (even under misspeculation, the value of r is zero).
When compiled with GCC -O0, we get the listing on the right of Fig. 2. By default, the compiler
spills function arguments on the stack, allowing an attacker to exploit unsafe memory accesses to
overwrite the local variable r with secret value sec, even though this was not possible in the source
program.

3.2 Case Study II: Jasmin
Jasmin [5, 6] is a framework for high-speed, high-assurance, cryptographic software. Its main
components are the Jasmin language and the Jasmin compiler. The language is based on the
“assembly in the head” paradigm; it features a combination of low-level constructs, such as vectorized
instructions, and high-level constructs, such as structured control flow (conditionals and loops),
and zero-cost abstractions, such as explicit variable names and functional arrays. These high-level
constructs and zero-cost abstractions vastly simplify reasoning about program correctness and
program security. At the same time, the Jasmin framework is designed to generate efficient assembly
code, so the Jasmin compiler eliminates source-level abstractions. In the case of arrays, the compiler
checks that arrays are used linearly, which allows modifying them in-place and ensures that there
are no run-time copies. The compiler also minimizes stack usage through array reuse, i.e., allowing
two arrays with different live ranges to use the same region of the stack.
Recently, in [10], the Jasmin language was extended with a small set of language constructs to

support selSLH, and a type system for verifying that programmers make correct use of them. The
type system allows using different countermeasures, i.e., it is able to type check programs protected
with fence insertion, index masking, speculative load hardening, and selective speculative load
hardening. Moreover, this approach has proven effective for protecting optimized cryptographic
primitives with a negligible performance overhead. Unfortunately, there are examples of Jasmin
programs that are typable with the type system, and hence speculative constant-time with respect
to the definition of [10], but are compiled to assembly programs that are not.
We start by illustrating the problem with a constructed example. Consider the programs from

the left of Fig. 3. The first program (top left), the source program, uses two arrays. The first array s

is used to store a secret value. Then, we have a conditional that is never taken, with an uninitialized
load from the second array p to a register r. Finally, the value of the register is leaked through a leaky
instruction, which we model abstractly as leak r. The program is safe and speculative constant-time.
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1 r = 0;
2 s[0] = sec;
3 if (false) { r = p[0]; }
4 leak r;

1 r = 0;
2 s[0] = sec;
3 if (false) { r = s[0]; }
4 leak r;

1 export fn sign(reg u64 s m len k) {
2 _ = #init_msf();
3 reg u128 key;
4 key = preprocess_secret_key(k);
5 reg u64 i; stack u8[N] state;
6 i = 0; while (i < N) { state[i] = 0; i += 1; }
7 i = 0; while (i + B < len) {
8 state = absorb(state, m, i);
9 i += B;
10 }

Fig. 3. Array reuse does not preserve speculative constant-time.

In this situation, the array reuse optimization of Jasmin detects that the arrays have different
live ranges, so we can use a single array, leading to the insecure program at the bottom. Indeed,
the load instruction now accesses a secret value, which is leaked by the next instruction. Note
that the program is sequentially safe only because the load instruction is unreachable, since it
speculatively accesses an uninitialized memory cell. Unfortunately, in presence of array reuse,
uninitialized memory cells may hold secret values, causing the leak instruction to expose the secret.
The reader may wonder why the branch is not removed by dead code elimination; however, the
example is written for the sake of readability, and it is easy to modify the source program so that the
compiler does not detect that the guard is always false. The solution to this problem is to modify the
semantics of source programs so that every load from an uninitialized memory cell is adversarially
controlled, and thus an attacker can load a value from a memory cell of their choice. Under such a
semantics, the source program is no longer speculative constant-time and requires the protections
that allow preservation of SCT. We emphasize that our solution does not require modifying the
semantics of assembly programs, for which we ultimately seek guarantees. This is because the
semantics of assembly programs assumes a single memory that is initialized at the beginning of
the program.
As previously indicated, our example is artificial. However, it reflects a real-world issue, as

illustrated by the program on the right of Fig. 3, which presents the high-level structure of a
signing procedure. This function receives as argument a pointer m to a public message together
with its length len and a pointer k to a secret key. First, the key is loaded from memory in the
preprocess_secret_key function; then the message is hashed, one block at a time, incrementally updating
the state variable. Said state is kept on the local stack and initialized to a public initialization vector
(here only zeros). As the state only depends on public data (the message, its length, and the
initialization vector), it should be typed as public. In fact, the type system for SCT for Jasmin [10]
would infer that it is public even duringmisspeculated executions. However, if the preprocess_secret_key
function stores parts of the secret key into local variables that get allocated by the compiler at the
same stack position as part of the state, and if a misspeculated execution bypasses the initialization
of the state, suddenly the state may depend, at assembly level, on secret data. This highlights that
in order to take into account the effects of the compilation process (here allocating local variables
into stack frames and sharing the same address space for secret and public data) the notion of
security must accommodate uninitialized memory and conservatively assume that uninitialized
memory holds secret data.
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nil

𝑚
𝜖−→
𝜖

∗ 𝑚

cons
𝑚

𝑜−→
𝑑

𝑚′ 𝑚′
𝑜𝑠−−→
𝑑𝑠

∗ 𝑚′′

Running𝑚
𝑜 · 𝑜𝑠−−−−→
𝑑 ·𝑑𝑠

∗ 𝑚′′

Fig. 4. Multi-step speculative execution semantics.

4 SECURITY
In this section, we recast the definition of SCT in an abstract setting, and extend the well-known
notions of forward and backward simulations to establish preservation of SCT.
A compiler often handles programs written in several programming languages: source, target,

and intermediate representations. The formalism below keeps programming languages fairly
unspecified and enables relating programs written in several languages. Syntactically speaking,
a programming language is modeled as a set L of programs. We assume given a set I of inputs,
common to all programming languages. Inputs describe how a program interacts with (reads from)
its environment. For concreteness, we will simply consider that inputs are lists of values, to be
taken as arguments by the program entry point.

So as to be able to define the security notions of interest, we consider semantics that are instru-
mented with observations and directives. Observations model data that leaks through side-channels
and may be available to an adversary. Directives model the ability of an adversary to influence the
program execution and in particular decisions that are taken speculatively; in essence, directives
resolve all non-deterministic choices that may occur during program execution.
The semantic of a programming language is given by a setM of execution states (sometimes

referred to as machines), a set D of directives, a set O of observations, an initialization function
L × I →M, and a small-step relation written 𝑠

𝑜−→
𝑑

𝑟 where 𝑠 is a state, 𝑑 a directive, 𝑟 a machine
configuration, and 𝑜 an observation. The configuration that is reached as a result of an execution
step is either a final outcome (Final 𝑓 ) or an other execution state from which the execution might
continue (Running 𝑠′).
The small-step relation is extended to a many-steps relation between machine configurations

reading a list of directives and producing a list of observations (see Fig. 4). When there are no
directives, execution makes no step and produces no observation (rule nil). Otherwise, a first step
is taken according to the first directive, then execution continues, accumulating the observations
in a list (rule cons).

The SCT security notion is defined relative to a relation on input values, often noted 𝜙 , analogous
to the low-equivalence relation usually found in the definition of constant-time (or non-interference
in general). It expresses what part of the input is public. Often, we consider simple relations such
as “the first argument is public”, which may be formally defined as 𝑖 𝜙0 𝑖

′ ≔ hd(𝑖) = hd(𝑖′). This
formalism is much more general and can express many precise conditions. Consider for instance
a program that checks that user input (its first argument) matches a predefined secret code (its
second argument). The security policy that this program complies with is expressed by the relation
(𝑥1, 𝑦1) 𝜙1 (𝑥2, 𝑦2) ≔ 𝑥1 = 𝑥2 ∧ (𝑥1 = 𝑦1 ⇐⇒ 𝑥2 = 𝑦2), which states that the value 𝑥 of the first
input is public and that the tested condition is also public (i.e., declassified).

Definition 1 (𝜙-SCT). Let 𝜙 ∈ P(I × I) be a relation on inputs. We note 𝜙-SCT the set of
programs 𝑃 (in any language) satisfying

∀𝑖1 𝑖2 𝐷 𝑂1 𝑂2 𝑐1 𝑐2, 𝑖1 𝜙 𝑖2 ∧ Running 𝑃 (𝑖1)
𝑂1−−→
𝐷

∗ 𝑐1 ∧ Running 𝑃 (𝑖2)
𝑂2−−→
𝐷

∗ 𝑐2 =⇒ 𝑂1 = 𝑂2.
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Note that we conveniently conflate a program with its initialization function.
A machine configuration 𝑐 is said to be sequentially safe when any configuration reachable

from 𝑐 can make a step unless it is final or misspeculating. Therefore, the programming language
semantics is assumed to provide primitives to detect when a configuration is final and when it is
misspeculated.
As we will generally only consider executions starting from inputs related by some 𝜙 , we will

assume that this low-equivalence relation also enforces any sequential safety preconditions.
We now turn to preservation. A transformation T that relates programs (maybe written in

different languages) is said to preserve SCT when ∀𝑃 𝑄 𝜙, 𝑃 T 𝑄 ∧ 𝑃 ∈ 𝜙-SCT =⇒ 𝑄 ∈ 𝜙-SCT.
So as to establish this property, we notice that given a program transformation, the observation

trace of the target program can usually be explained (i.e., computed) from an observation trace of
the source program. Since the semantics cover speculative behaviors and are driven by directives,
in order to pick the source execution that explains the target execution, source directives have to
be constructed from target directives.

Theorem 1 (Secure compilation; forward case). Let 𝑃 and 𝑄 be programs. If there exist two
functions 𝑇𝑑 and 𝑇𝑜 such that

∀𝐷 𝑖 𝑂 𝑠, 𝑃 (𝑖) 𝑂−−−−−→
𝑇𝑑 (𝐷 )

∗ 𝑠 =⇒ ∃𝑡,𝑄 (𝑖)
𝑇𝑜 (𝑂 )−−−−→

𝐷

∗ 𝑡

then for any 𝜙 , if 𝑃 is 𝜙-SCT then 𝑄 is 𝜙-SCT.

A weaker version of this result starts from the target execution, but explicitly requires sequential
safety of the source program.

Theorem 2 (Secure compilation; backward case). Let 𝑃 and 𝑄 be programs. If there exist two
functions 𝑇𝑑 and 𝑇𝑜 such that

∀𝐷 𝑖 𝑂𝑡 𝑡, 𝑃 (𝑖) is sequentially safe ∧𝑄 (𝑖) 𝑂𝑡−−→
𝐷

∗ 𝑡 =⇒ ∃𝑂𝑠 𝑠, 𝑃 (𝑖)
𝑂𝑠−−−−−→

𝑇𝑑 (𝐷 )
∗ 𝑠 ∧𝑂𝑡 = 𝑇𝑜 (𝑂𝑠 )

then for any 𝜙 , if 𝑃 is 𝜙-SCT then 𝑄 is 𝜙-SCT.

Note that both versions require a form of sequential safety of the source program, and that the
first one implies preservation of sequential safety (i.e., for every input 𝑖 such that 𝑃 (𝑖) is sequentially
safe, then𝑄 (𝑖) is also sequentially safe). In order to compose transformations that preserve security,
it is therefore required to justify sequential safety after every step, which may be done either as
part of the security preservation proof or as part of a usual correctness proof.

These theorems remain complex to apply. As is often the case in certified compilation, verifying
a program transformation entails identifying a relation between execution states of the source and
target programs that is maintained during their executions. Such a relation is called a simulation
relation and proving it amounts to establishing a simulation diagram. One of the simplest forms
of such a diagram arises when source and target executions progress at the same pace and when
directives and observations are transformed in a similar way at every step.

Definition 2 (BW lock-step simulation diagram). Given two programs 𝑃 and 𝑄 , a relation ∼
between source and target machines is a lock-step simulation with directive transformer 𝑇𝑑 and
observation transformer 𝑇𝑜 when:

(1) initial states are in relation, i.e., ∀𝑖, 𝑃 (𝑖) ∼ 𝑄 (𝑖); and
(2) it is preserved at every step (in the picture, hypotheses are in black and conclusions in bold

red), i.e.,
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∀𝑠 𝑡 𝑑 𝑜𝑡 𝑡
′, 𝑠 ∼ 𝑡 ∧ 𝑡 𝑜𝑡−→

𝑑
𝑡 ′ ∧ 𝑠 is sequentially safe =⇒

∃𝑠′ 𝑜𝑠 , 𝑠
𝑜𝑠−−−−→

𝑇𝑑 (𝑑 )
𝑠′ ∧ 𝑜𝑡 = 𝑇𝑜 (𝑜𝑠 ) ∧ 𝑠′ ∼ 𝑡 ′.

𝑠 𝒔′

𝑡 𝑡 ′

𝑜𝑠

𝑇𝑑 (𝑑 )

𝑇𝑜 (𝑜𝑠 )
𝑑

In many situations, this diagram is too strong. A simple relaxation of this diagram allows the
transformers to depend on the history of the executions, as realized by the list of (target) directives
that have been followed from an initial state to reach the target state 𝑡 under consideration.
To cover a wide scope of program transformations, we will use in the rest of this paper a few

more general diagrams. They all enjoy the fundamental soundness property of ensuring secure
compilation (and therefore SCT-preservation).

Theorem 3 (Soundness of BW lock-step simulation). Given 𝑃 and 𝑄 two programs and ∼, 𝑇𝑑 ,
and 𝑇𝑜 satisfying the BW lock-step simulation diagram, the hypothesis of Theorem 2 holds, with 𝑇𝑑
and 𝑇𝑜 naturally extended to lists of directives and list of observations (respectively).

Proof. By induction on the sequence of target directives. □

5 LANGUAGE
We instantiate the framework of the previous section with a core language with SLH primitives.

5.1 Syntax
Programs are written in a core imperative language with arrays and SLH constructs. The syntax of
instructions and code is as follows:

𝑖 F 𝑥 = 𝑒 | 𝑥 = 𝑎[𝑒] | 𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 | if 𝑒 then 𝑐 else 𝑐 | while 𝑒 do 𝑐
| init_msf() | update_msf(𝑒) | 𝑥 = protect(𝑥)

𝑐 F 𝜖 | 𝑖; 𝑐
where 𝑒 are expressions, 𝑥 register variables, and 𝑎 array variables. We assume that each array
comes with its size |𝑎 |. We also assume a distinguished register msf .

5.2 Semantics
Sequential semantics. The sequential semantics of programs is mainly standard. However, our

semantics accounts for uninitialized values, and requires that arrays are initialized before their use.
Machines are triples ⟨𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ consisting of the code being executed, a register map mapping

register names to optional values, and a memory mapping pairs of arrays and valid indices to
optional values. We use optional values to track initialization: ` (𝑎, 𝑗) = ⊥ means that the array 𝑎
is not initialized at index 𝑗 (and 𝑗 is within bounds, i.e., 0 ≤ 𝑗 < |𝑎 |). The operational semantics
of programs is given by the relation𝑚 −→𝑚′; the rules are standard and omitted. Note that the
semantics implicitly assumes that programs are sequentially safe, i.e., all sequential array accesses
are within bounds, and arrays are initialized before being read.

Instrumented semantics. Our instrumented semantics lets execution produce observations. Obser-
vations correspond to the kind of side-channels we consider, we will use the classic constant-time
leakage model:

ObsF • | branch 𝑏 | addr 𝑎 𝑖 .

The observation • corresponds to the observation of a single execution step but no leakage, branch 𝑏

indicates that the condition of a conditional evaluated to 𝑏, addr 𝑎 𝑖 that a memory access to array
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𝑎 in position 𝑖 occurred. The instrumented semantics of programs is given by the relation𝑚
𝑜−→𝑚′;

the rules are standard and omitted.

Speculative semantics. Directives model the attacker’s power to influence speculation and are
given by the syntax

DirF step | force 𝑏 | mem 𝑎 𝑖 .
The directive step is used for the execution of atomic instructions, i.e., assignments and SLH
instructions. The directive force 𝑏 is used for the execution of conditional and loops and forces
execution of the 𝑏 branch, reflecting the attacker’s control of the branch predictor. Finally, the
directive mem 𝑎 𝑖 is used for loads and stores and forces these instructions to read from or write
to the adversarially chosen address (𝑎, 𝑖) if the instruction performs an unsafe or uninitialized
memory access, reflecting our conservative choice to give attacker’s full control over memory
accesses in these cases. If the access is in bounds and the cell is initialized, the directive is ignored.
We assume that 𝑖 is always in bounds of 𝑎.

The speculative semantics of programs𝑚
𝑜−→
𝑑

𝑚′ and its multi-step version are defined in Figure 5
and Figure 4 respectively. We briefly comment on the rules.

The assign rule models the usual semantics of an assignment, where the only possible directive
is step and a the observation is always •.
The n-load rule models the semantics of loads. The index must be in bounds of the array, and

the corresponding cell initialized. The retrieved value is stored into a register, and the address (not
the value) is leaked via the observation addr 𝑎 𝑖 . As mentioned before, the directive is ignored in
this case. The dual of this rule is s-load, which models the semantics of loads under misspeculation.
This is the case when the index is out-of-bounds or the cell is uninitialized. The directive mem 𝑏 𝑗

causes the instruction to load a value from memory address 𝑏 [ 𝑗] instead, and store it in a register.
Execution still leaks observation addr 𝑎 𝑖 . Note that the rule requires that the misspeculation status
is ⊤.
The n-store rule models the semantics of sequential stores. Similarly to the n-load case, the

index must be in bounds and the cell initialized. On the other hand, the s-store rule is analogous
to the s-load rule.
The following three rules are for the selSLH instructions. The init-msf is a speculation fence,

which means that the machine must be in sequential execution, and assigns the initial value
NOMASK to a distinguished register msf . The update-msf is a conditional update of msf : it
updates its value to MASK if and only if the condition is false. The protect rule shows how a
value is masked with msf . If the value of msf is MASK, the output is the default value MASK, and
otherwise just the value of the input variable.

The rules for control flow instructions, cond and while, always follow the adversary’s choice of
branch given in the force 𝑏 directive. The observation branch 𝑏′ leaks the evaluation of the condition,
and the misspeculation status is updated accordingly. Finally, the nil and cons rules define the
semantics for code as the reflexive transitive closure of the one for instructions, accumulating the
directives and observations.

Lemma 1 (Determinism). The semantics is deterministic. That is, given two single-step executions
𝑚

𝑜1−→
𝑑

𝑚1 and𝑚
𝑜2−→
𝑑

𝑚2, we have 𝑜1 = 𝑜2 and𝑚1 =𝑚2.

5.3 Comparison with prior semantics
Our semantics differs from [10] in two ways. First, in the s-load rule. The clause for uninitialized
memory accommodates undesirable interactions between uninitialized memory and memory reuse.
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assign

⟨𝑥 = 𝑒; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ •−−−→
step
⟨𝑐, 𝜌 [𝑥 ← J 𝑒 K𝜌 ], `, ms⟩

n-load
J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑖 𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝑎 |) ` (𝑎, 𝑖) = 𝑣

⟨𝑥 = 𝑎[𝑒]; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ addr 𝑎 𝑖−−−−−−→
mem 𝒃 𝒋

⟨𝑐, 𝜌 [𝑥 ← 𝑣], `, ms⟩

s-load
J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑖 𝑖 ∉ [0, |𝑎 |)∨𝝁(𝒂, 𝒊) = ⊥ 𝑗 ∈ [0, |𝑏 |) ` (𝑏, 𝑗) = 𝑣

⟨𝑥 = 𝑎[𝑒]; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ⊤⟩ addr 𝑎 𝑖−−−−−−→
mem 𝑏 𝑗

⟨𝑐, 𝜌 [𝑥 ← 𝑣], `, ⊤⟩
n-store

J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑖 𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝑎 |)

⟨𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 ; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ addr 𝑎 𝑖−−−−−−→
mem 𝒃 𝒋

⟨𝑐, 𝜌, ` [(𝑎, 𝑖) ← 𝜌 (𝑥)], ms⟩
s-store

J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑖 𝑖 ∉ [0, |𝑎 |) 𝑗 ∈ [0, |𝑏 |)

⟨𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 ; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ⊤⟩ addr 𝑎 𝑖−−−−−−→
mem 𝑏 𝑗

⟨𝑐, 𝜌, ` [(𝑏, 𝑗) ← 𝜌 (𝑥)], ⊤⟩
init-msf

⟨init_msf(); 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ⊥⟩ •−−−→
step
⟨𝑐, 𝜌 [msf ← NOMASK], `, ⊥⟩

update-msf
𝑣 = if J 𝑒 K𝜌 then 𝜌 (msf ) else MASK

⟨update_msf(𝑒); 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ •−−−→
step
⟨𝑐, 𝜌 [msf ← 𝑣], `, ms⟩

protect
𝑣 = if 𝜌 (msf ) = MASK then MASK else 𝜌 (𝑦)

⟨𝑥 = protect(𝑦); 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ •−−−→
step
⟨𝑐, 𝜌 [𝑥 ← 𝑣], `, ms⟩

cond
J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑏′

⟨if 𝑒 then 𝑐⊤ else 𝑐⊥; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ branch 𝑏′−−−−−−−→
force 𝑏

⟨𝑐𝑏 ; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms ∨ (𝑏 ≠ 𝑏′)⟩
while

J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑏′ 𝑐′ = if 𝑏 then 𝑐0; while 𝑒 do 𝑐0; 𝑐 else 𝑐

⟨while 𝑒 do 𝑐0; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ branch 𝑏′−−−−−−−→
force 𝑏

⟨𝑐′, 𝜌, `, ms ∨ (𝑏 ≠ 𝑏′)⟩

Fig. 5. Single-step speculative execution semantics. Differences with earlier semantics are highlighted in
bold red.

As a consequence, the program from Figure 3 is speculative constant-time according to [10], but is
not SCT according to our definition.
Second, in the n-load and n-store rules. Our semantics uses a directive mem 𝑏 𝑗 for all load

and store operations. This is in contrast with [10] where load and store operations may also use
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err-n-load

J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑖 𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝑎 |) ` (𝑎, 𝑖) = 𝑣 𝑚′ =

{
⟨𝑐, 𝜌 [𝑥 ← 𝑣], `, ms⟩ if 𝑎, 𝑖 = 𝑏, 𝑗

errM otherwise

⟨𝑥 = 𝑎[𝑒]; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ addr 𝑎 𝑖−−−−−−→
mem 𝑏 𝑗

𝑚′

err-n-store

J 𝑒 K𝜌 = 𝑖 𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝑎 |) 𝑚′ =

{
⟨𝑐, 𝜌, ` [(𝑎, 𝑖) ← 𝜌 (𝑥)], ms⟩ if 𝑎, 𝑖 = 𝑏, 𝑗

errM otherwise

⟨𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 ; 𝑐, 𝜌, `, ms⟩ addr 𝑎 𝑖−−−−−−→
mem 𝑏 𝑗

𝑚′

Fig. 6. Semantics with error.

a step directive. However, using different directives depending on whether the execution step is
sequential or speculative leads to an unhappy interaction with the notion of SCT defined above.
As an example, the program if (false) then x = a[sec % 2], where |𝑎 | is 1 and sec is a secret, is speculative
constant-time under the semantics from [10]. This is because all executions of this program under
the same directives in states that coincide everywhere except on sec produce the same observations:
if the directive for the load instruction is step, then if sec is even we get the observation addr 𝑎 0,
while if it is odd, we get not observation—the execution is stuck—and thus there is nothing to verify.
The converse happens if the directive is mem 𝑏 𝑗 , since if sec is even the access will be in bounds
and only allow the step directive:

sec is even ⟨𝑥 = 𝑎[sec%2], . . . ⟩ addr 𝑎 0−−−−−−→
step

. . . ⟨𝑥 = 𝑎[sec%2], . . . ⟩ X−−−−−−→
mem 𝑏 𝑗

sec is odd ⟨𝑥 = 𝑎[sec%2], . . . ⟩ X−−−→
step

⟨𝑥 = 𝑎[sec%2], . . . ⟩ addr 𝑎 0−−−−−−→
mem 𝑏 𝑗

. . .

Since no directive causes the machines to generate different observations, the program is SCT.
However, this contradicts our intuition that the program leaks and its not SCT. The semantics
presented in the current work does not suffer from this, since memory operations always take a
mem 𝑏 𝑗 directive, execution leaks the parity of 𝑠𝑒𝑐 and the program is thus not SCT.

5.4 Error semantics
Our proofs of preservation use both the semantics described above and a refinement that is more
informative in the rules for memory operations, but equivalent for the purposes of showing SCT.
This semantics replaces the n-load and n-store rules, as shown in Fig. 6, to enforce that if the
memory operation is sequential, in bounds, and initialized, the directive is not ignored but required
be exactly mem 𝑎 𝑖 . It introduces a distinguished “error machine” errM, to indicate this mismatch.
The advantage of this semantics is that both the control flow and the memory accesses of an
execution are uniquely determined by the sequence of directives. The disadvantage is that it is
not immediately clear that restricting the semantics in this way faithfully models speculative
execution. However, since the definition of speculative constant-time quantifies over all sequences
of directives, we are able to prove that for the purposes of proving SCT they are equivalent. That is,
a program is speculative constant-time under the semantics presented in Fig. 5 if and only if it is
speculative constant-time under the error semantics (i.e., with the rules from Fig. 6).

Lemma 2 (Eqivalence of error semantics). A program is 𝜙-SCT if and only if it is 𝜙-SCTerrM .
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6 PRESERVATION OF SCT BY COMPILATION
In this section, we consider nine compiler passes: constant folding, constant propagation, dead
assignment elimination, loop peeling, dead branch elimination, array reuse, register allocation,
array concatenation, and linearization, and prove that they preserve SCT. In broad terms, the proofs
of all passes of our compiler involve two main components: first, we ensure a degree of functional
correctness in sequential execution such that the evaluation of expressions leaked by the program is
the same. Second, we prove that the compiler does not introduce new opportunities for speculative
leakage, by defining a showing that target leakage can be computed by source leakage. Our proofs
require sequential safety of the source in some passes, as discussed. Informally, sequential safety of
a machine𝑚 means that all machines reachable by executing𝑚 are either final, misspeculating, or
can perform a step. Formally,

seqsafe(𝑚) ≔ ∀®𝑑 ®𝑜 𝑚′,𝑚 ®𝑜−→
®𝑑

∗ 𝑚′ =⇒ 𝑚′𝑐 = 𝜖 ∨𝑚′ms ∨ ∃𝑑 𝑜 𝑚′′,𝑚′
𝑜−→
𝑑

𝑚′′.

All the proofs presented in this section use backward simulations and more particularly Theo-
rem 3, instantiated with the semantics with error machines from Section 5.4. By convention, we lift
every simulation relation ∼ to optional machines in the conclusion of each backward lemma as
follows:

𝑠 ∼errM 𝑡 ≔

{
⊤ if 𝑡 is errM,
𝑠 ≠ errM ∧ 𝑠 ∼ 𝑡 otherwise.

In other words, an error in the target means that there is nothing to prove, otherwise we must
show that the source is not an error and that they are related.

We now establish preservation of speculative constant-time for individual passes of the compiler.
For each pass, we first briefly explain its goals and mechanics and then turn to the proof of
preservation of SCT; in particular, we provide details about the simulation and the directive and
observation transformers for one-step execution. Note that many of our compiler passes are defined
abstractly, and more concretely relative to oracles that perform standard analyses, such as liveness
analysis for dead code elimination or valid renamings for register allocation. Such an abstract view
of compiler passes is compatible and even beneficial with our goal to explore the feasibility of
preserving SCT. Moreover, instantiating these oracles with concrete analyzers has no implication
on security.

Finally, note that all but the last optimizations are source-to-source translations of the language
described in Section 5. On the other hand, linearization produces a program in a language that
features the same basic instructions but changes the representation of a program to a directed
graph, as explained below.

Constant folding. This pass replaces composite constant expressions in the program with their
evaluation. For instance, the expression x + (3 - 1) goes to x - 2. It does not introduce or remove
instructions, it replaces only expressions in the program. As this pass is quite simple, we do not
need to parameterize over any analyses.

The simulation relation for this pass states that the code of the target machine is the compilation
of the source’s and that their states are equal. The transformers for directives and observations are
the identity, so we only need to show that the machines are in lock-step and that their leakage is
the same. The former comes from the pass not adding or removing instructions, the latter from
leakage containing only concrete values—the leakage of x = a[3 - 2] and x = a[1] is the same, addr 𝑎 1.

Constant propagation. This pass replaces variables with their values when they are constant.
For example, x = 3; y += x + 4 gets transformed into x = 3; y += 3 + 4. It does not introduce or remove
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instructions; it replaces the expressions in the program—specifically, in assignments, memory
operations, MSF updates, conditionals, and loops. This pass is parameterized by an oracle that
attaches to each program point a map from variables to optional values, meaning that at this point,
a variable is guaranteed to hold the associated value—e.g., in the example from before, in the second
instruction, we would get a map {𝑥 → 3}.

We prove the simulation under the assumption that the oracle is functionally correct, the standard
requirement for a correct compiler. The simulation relation states that the code of the target is the
compilation of the source’s, that their states are the same, and that the map given by the oracle is
correct w.r.t. the state—i.e., that variables have their predicted values. The directive and observation
transformers are the identity, so we prove that they are in lock-step and the evaluation of leaked
expressions coincide.

Dead assignment elimination. This pass removes some instructions that are not needed for the pro-
gram. Specifically, it removes assignments, MSF updates, and protects when they do not contribute
to the result or leakage of the program; it does not remove any other instruction. Remark that we
can remove MSF updates (resp. protects) without compromising security only if the MSF is unused
(resp. protected value is not leaked). It is parameterized by an oracle that returns the set of needed
variables at each program point; we guarantee the correctness of this information with a verified
checker. The checker is as expected, where, for instance, let 𝑆 be the set of needed variables after
an assignment 𝑥 = 𝑒 , the set of needed variables before the assignment is (𝑆 \ {𝑥}) ∪ FV(𝑒) in the
case that 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆 , and 𝑆 otherwise.
This simulation relation states that the code of the target is the compilation of the source’s,

the register maps coincide on the set of needed variables, and the memories and misspeculation
statuses are the same, that is

𝑡𝑐 = L 𝑠𝑐 , 𝑆 M, 𝑡𝜌 =𝑆 𝑠𝜌 , 𝑡` = 𝑠` , and 𝑡ms = 𝑠ms

where 𝑆 is given by the oracle and 𝜌 =𝑆 𝜌 ′ means that 𝜌 and 𝜌 ′ coincide on the registers in 𝑆 . Its
transformers remove some step directives and • observations in the target, corresponding to dead
instructions

L𝑑𝑡 , 𝑐 MDir ≔

{
step · L𝑑𝑡 , 𝑐′ MDir if 𝑐 = 𝑖; 𝑐′ ∧ dead(𝑖, 𝑐′),
𝑑𝑡 otherwise,

L ®𝑜𝑠 MObs ≔ last( ®𝑜𝑠 )

where dead(𝑖, 𝑐) means that the written variables of 𝑖 are not needed by 𝑐 , as determined by the
oracle. This means that the source will perform several steps for each target step, for the dead
assignments preceding the target instruction: if the target performs a step under directive 𝑑𝑡 and
observation 𝑜𝑡 , the source needs step · . . . · step ·𝑑𝑡 and • · . . . · • ·𝑜𝑡 .

Loop peeling. This pass performs one unrolling of some loops. Specifically, it transforms loops
while 𝑒 do 𝑐 into conditionals if 𝑒 then 𝑐′; while 𝑒 do 𝑐′ else 𝜖 where 𝑐′ is the transformation
of 𝑐 . We assume that certain loops are annotated as candidates for unrolling and perform this
peeling only on them—this annotation may come, for instance, from an analysis that expects the
loop range to be known at compile time. We can unroll some loops by combining this pass with
constant propagation, folding, and dead code elimination. Since the semantics is preserved exactly,
we need no constraints on the oracle.

The simulation relation states that the target code is either the compilation of the source’s or a
peeled loop after its first iteration

𝜖 ∼ 𝜖
𝑐𝑠 ∼ 𝑐𝑡

𝑖𝑠 ; 𝑐𝑠 ∼ L 𝑖𝑠 , 𝑂 M; 𝑐𝑡

𝑐′𝑠 ∼ 𝑐′𝑡 𝑐𝑠 ∼ 𝑐𝑡
while 𝑒 do 𝑐′𝑠 ; 𝑐𝑠 ∼ while 𝑒 do 𝑐′𝑡 ; 𝑐𝑡
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where 𝑂 is the oracle indicating which loops should be peeled. Note that the requirement for code
is not simply 𝑡𝑐 = L 𝑠𝑐 , 𝑂 M as usual; this is because, in the first iteration, the source executes a loop
and the target executes a conditional (the compilation of said loop), however, for all the following
iterations both execute the same loop. The simulation also requires that their states are equal. Since
the directive for both conditionals and loops is force 𝑏, and we do not change any instruction that
updates the state, the directive and observation transformers are the identity, and the machines are
in lock-step. As evinced by the simulation for code, there are three subcases for loops: a loop that
was not peeled, a peeled loop in its first iteration, and one after the first iteration.

Dead branch elimination. This pass simplifies conditionals and loops whose guards are constant.
That is, the pass transforms conditionals if 𝑏 then 𝑐⊤ else 𝑐⊥ into the transformation of 𝑐𝑏 and
loops while ⊥ do 𝑐 into 𝜖 . It does not use oracles, as it simply matches expressions on exact
constants.

The simulation relation is straightforward: the code of the target is the compilation of the source’s,
and the states are equal. The directive and observation transformers must account for the removed
branches, akin to dead assignment elimination. That is, when the target executes the then-branch
of if ⊤ then . . . else . . ., the source needs to do an extra step to enter said branch, namely force ⊤.
Consequently, the transformers depend on the code of the source machine to be able to compute
the prefix force 𝑏 directives. Hence, we define pre𝑐 (·) to compute this prefix: it returns a pair of a
boolean, indicating whether all instructions have been removed until this point, and the prefix of
removed force 𝑏 directives until now

pre𝑖 (𝑖) ≔


(𝑟, force 𝑏 · ®𝑑) if 𝑖 = if 𝑏 then 𝑐⊤ else 𝑐⊥ ∧ pre𝑐 (𝑐𝑏) = (𝑟, ®𝑑),
(⊥, force ⊥) if 𝑖 = while ⊥ do 𝑐 ,
(⊥, 𝜖) otherwise,

pre𝑐 (𝑐) ≔


(𝑟, ®𝑑𝑖 · ®𝑑𝑐 ) if 𝑐 = 𝑖; 𝑐′ ∧ pre𝑖 (𝑖) = (⊤, ®𝑑𝑖 ) ∧ pre𝑐 (𝑐′) = (𝑟, ®𝑑𝑐 ,)
(⊥, ®𝑑𝑖 ) if 𝑐 = 𝑖; 𝑐′ ∧ pre𝑖 (𝑖) = (⊥, ®𝑑𝑖 ),
(⊤, 𝜖) otherwise,

L𝑑𝑡 , 𝑐 MDir ≔ ®𝑑𝑐 ·𝑑𝑡 where (_, ®𝑑𝑐 ) = pre𝑐 (𝑐).
Intuitively, the directive transformer consumes as many conditionals and loops with constant
guards from the code of the source machine as possible, for which it issues force 𝑏 directives, and
ends the sequence with the target directive. Schematically, if the target executes under a directive
𝑑𝑡 and produces an observation 𝑜𝑡 , the source will do so under directives force 𝑏1 · . . . · force 𝑏𝑛 ·𝑑𝑡
and observations branch 𝑏1 · . . . · branch 𝑏𝑛 ·𝑜𝑡 . The transformers for observations and many-step
executions are identical to the ones for dead assignment elimination.

We split the proof backward SCT simulation of this pass into two lemmas. Let 𝑠 and 𝑡 be a source
and target machines, such that they are in the simulation. We will first show that if the pass does
not remove the first instruction of 𝑠 , they both step under the same directive and produce the same
observation. Then, we show that it is always possible for 𝑠 to execute a (possibly empty) sequence
of force 𝑏 steps until we fall in the first case. Note that the last lemma, when the source stutters,
need not say anything about the source observations. Indeed, these are irrelevant since the last
execution step of the source always comes from the execution in the first lemma, when both the
source and target step, and L ®𝑜𝑠 MObs = last( ®𝑜𝑠 ) = 𝑜𝑡 .

Array reuse. This pass aims to reduce (stack) memory usage by reusing dead arrays. As an illustration,
let 𝑎 and 𝑏 be two arrays of equal size in a program such that its first part does not use 𝑏 and its
second part does not use 𝑎—that is, the two arrays are never simultaneously alive. In this situation,
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Source Target uninit rtbl−1 (𝑐) Dir𝑡 Dir𝑠 wtbl(𝑐)
𝑎[0] = 𝑠; 𝑐 [0] = 𝑠; {𝑎, 𝑏} − mem 𝑐 0 mem 𝑎 0 [𝑎, 𝑎]
𝑏 [1] = 1; 𝑐 [1] = 1; {𝑏} 𝑎 mem 𝑐 1 mem 𝑏 0 [𝒂, 𝑎]
if 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 then if 𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 then ∅ 𝑏 force ⊤ force ⊤ [𝑎, 𝒃]
𝑥 = 𝑏 [0] 𝑥 = 𝑐 [0] ∅ 𝑏 mem 𝑐 0 mem 𝑎 0 [𝑎, 𝑏]

Fig. 7. An example of array reuse where it is challenging to define the directive transformer, where the size of
arrays 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 is two.

the compiler can safely replace all uses of 𝑎 and 𝑏 with a new array of the same size, 𝑐 , thus requiring
one memory region instead of two. The first two columns of Fig. 7, “Source” and “Target”, illustrate
this example. Array reuse, therefore, consists of simply renaming array variables in loads and stores
at annotated points. We restrict this pass to replace only arrays of equal size for simplicity.
This pass requires an oracle, a reuse (or renaming) table, denoted rtbl, which indicates the

renaming that the compiler should perform. With this notation, array reuse consists of replacing
each array 𝑎 in the program by rtbl(𝑎). Remark that the point of this pass is for rtbl not to be
injective. Naturally, we need to ensure that this table is valid w.r.t. the source program, which
means that if the compiler wants to rename 𝑎 and 𝑏 into 𝑐 , as in the example, no cell of 𝑏 can be
initialized while its counterpart in 𝑎 is live. Consequently, we require an analysis that computes
two pieces of information at each program point: a set, denoted uninit, of the uninitialized arrays at
this point; and a mapping, denoted rtbl−1, from target arrays to source arrays, such that each target
coincides with its mapping on its initialized cells. If the instruction at the current program point is
𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 , then the correctness of the analysis entails that either 𝑎 ∈ uninit or rtbl−1 (rtbl(𝑎)) = 𝑎.
Moreover, the analysis after this store (i.e., for the next instruction) removes 𝑎 from uninit and
asserts rtbl−1 (rtbl(𝑎)) = 𝑎. A similar condition holds for loads, except that the analysis after the
instruction is unchanged.

The conditions presented above are sufficient to prove correctness but not preservation of SCT.
Figure 7 illustrates the problem; recall that the first two columns depict the example program from
before, where source arrays 𝑎 and 𝑏 get renamed into 𝑐 . Note that this program is sequentially safe,
and the renaming is sequentially correct, but the source performs an uninitialized memory access
under misspeculation. The second and third columns show the static information from the compile-
time analysis needed to check the validity of the transformation. The “uninit” column shows the set
of uninitialized source arrays at each program point, and the “rtbl−1 (𝑐)” column shows the source
array that was renamed into 𝑐 at that point, if any. The fourth and fifth columns show dynamic
information corresponding to an example execution. The “Dir𝑡 ” column lists directives for the
target program—note that the branch misspeculates. At the end of this target execution, 𝑥 will hold
the value 𝑠 . In order to explain this behavior at the source level, we need to construct the source
directives shown in the “Dir𝑠” column. For safe loads, we can use rtbl−1 to transform the first two
directives. However, the static information we have is not enough to transform the last directive:
we need to remember that the first cell of 𝑐 , which at that point is the renaming of 𝑏, has the same
value as the first cell of 𝑎. This information is not available from the static data alone, as there may
be more than two arrays renamed to 𝑐 , and, in fact, may depend on the specific execution.
Nevertheless, there is still hope for our proof: using the semantics with error presented in

Section 5.4, we can determine which source array corresponds to unsafe memory accesses from
the previous directives of the execution. In our example, we know that at the time we executed
the previous write with target directive mem 𝑐 0, the analysis gave rtbl(𝑎) = 𝑐 , so the source array
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that coincides with 𝑐 at position 0 is 𝑎. This is what the write table does, denoted “wtbl(𝑐)”, which
we show in the last column: we keep track, for each cell of each target array, which source array
contains the corresponding value (from the last write to the cell). Contrary to rtbl−1, this information
cannot be computed statically but can be derived—in the semantics with error—from the history
of directives. In Fig. 7, we see that after the first store, with mem 𝑐 0 and rtbl(𝑎) = 𝑐 , we update
wtbl(𝑐) with 𝑎 in the first cell (in bold red). After the second store, with mem 𝑐 1 and rtbl(𝑏) = 𝑐 ,
we update it with 𝑏 in the second cell. Other instructions do not update this table.

In this manner, we can parameterize the directive transformer with a write table, and compute
the next one after each execution step, from the target directive, the source code, the reuse table,
and the current write table, all of which are public data. The precise definition of the transformer is

L𝑑, 𝑐,wtbl MDir =


mem wtbl(𝑏) [ 𝑗] 𝑗 if 𝑑 = mem 𝑏 𝑗 ∧ 𝑐 = 𝑥 = 𝑎[𝑒]; 𝑐′,
mem rtbl−1 (𝑏) 𝑗 if 𝑑 = mem 𝑏 𝑗 ∧ 𝑐 = 𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 ; 𝑐′ ∧ rtbl(𝑎) ≠ 𝑏,
mem 𝑎 𝑗 if 𝑑 = mem 𝑏 𝑗 ∧ 𝑐 = 𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 ; 𝑐′ ∧ rtbl(𝑎) = 𝑏,
𝑑 otherwise.

The transformer for observations is straightforward: it renames a source observation addr 𝑎 𝑖 into
the target observation addr rtbl(𝑎) 𝑖 and leaves the other observations unchanged.
The simulation relation of array reuse is that the code of the target is the compilation of the

source’s, that the states are equal modulo the renaming of arrays given by the oracle, and that the
information from the oracle is correct. Concretely, we say that a source machine 𝑠 is in relation
with a target machine 𝑡 with respect to wtbl if

valid(𝑠𝑐 ), 𝑡𝑐 = L 𝑠𝑐 , rtbl M, 𝑡𝜌 = 𝑠𝜌 , 𝑠`, 𝑡` |= uninit, rtbl−1,wtbl, and 𝑡ms = 𝑠ms

where 𝑠`, 𝑡` |= uninit, rtbl−1,wtbl means that the memories validate the information from the
analyses and the write table.

Register allocation. This pass renames the register variables of a program. It does not introduce
or remove instructions. It can be used, for instance, to make a program require only architectural
registers (such as RAX, RDI, RSI, etc.), but also in standard compiler passes such as inlining, which we
do not consider in the present work. It has two components: an untrusted function that performs
the renaming and a verified checker. The function takes and returns a program, and the checker
ensures they are alpha equivalent. We do not implement the renaming, only the checker—i.e., the
pass is parameterized over the renaming function.

The simulation relation states that the code of the target machine is a valid renaming of that of
the source and that the states are equal modulo this renaming (note that the renaming is of register
variables only, so the condition on states for memories and misspeculation statuses is equality).
Specifically, we require 𝑡𝜌 (𝑥) = 𝑠𝜌 (𝑂 (𝑥)) for each register variable 𝑥 , where 𝑂 is the renaming
function at the current point. The directive and leakage transformers are the identity. Thus, we
show that the machines are in lock-step and that source and target expressions evaluate to the
same value.

Array concatenation. This pass renames array accesses to use one large array instead of many small
ones. That is, instead of using 𝑎 and 𝑏 with |𝑎 | = 2 and |𝑏 | = 3, we can use 𝑐 with |𝑐 | = 5 and replace
all instances of 𝑎[𝑒] with 𝑐 [𝑒] and 𝑏 [𝑒] with 𝑐 [𝑒 + 2]. Compilers usually feature a pass like this to
introduce stack frames with the local data of a function. This pass is parameterized by an oracle
that maps source arrays to target arrays and offsets: in the example from before, 𝑎 goes to (𝑐, 0)
and 𝑏 to (𝑐, 2).
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As usual, we must ensure some level of functional correctness. Under sequential execution, we
need two conditions on the oracle for this pass to be correct: that the target array can fit the source
array, that is, that for every source array 𝑎, target array 𝑐 , and offset 𝑛, we ensure that

𝑂 (𝑎) = (𝑐, 𝑛) =⇒ [𝑛, 𝑛 + |𝑎 |) ⊆ [0, |𝑐 |),

and that source arrays do not overlap inside the target, that is, that for every two source arrays 𝑎
and 𝑏, target array 𝑐 , and offsets 𝑛 and𝑚, we require that

𝑂 (𝑎) = (𝑐, 𝑛) ∧𝑂 (𝑏) = (𝑐,𝑚) =⇒ [𝑛, 𝑛 + |𝑎 |) ∩ [𝑚,𝑚 + |𝑏 |) = ∅.

Unfortunately, these correctness conditions are insufficient to prove preservation of speculative
constant-time. Since an adversary might be able to speculatively read from the target array 𝑐 at
any offset, we must also require that this pass is no more than a renaming of memory regions and
that we are not exposing “new” memory for the attacker to read. That is to say, we need every cell
of each target array to correspond to a cell in a source array (put differently, there must be no holes
between source arrays): for each target array 𝑐 and position 𝑖 we need that

𝑖 ∈ [0, |𝑐 |) =⇒ ∃𝑎 𝑛,𝑂 (𝑎) = (𝑐, 𝑛) ∧ 𝑖 ∈ [𝑛, 𝑛 + |𝑎 |).

This restriction looks problematic, for instance, if the compiler needs to align source arrays, but
it is not so. As explained before, arrays in our model are disjoint memory regions; this condition
states that the compiler must introduce no new regions. It is always possible to consider that the
source program has more regions than it uses, uninitialized “dummy” arrays, that will serve as
padding between other source arrays.
Using these three hypotheses, we can show that there exists an inverse function 𝑂−1 of the

oracle, satisfying that for every source array 𝑎, target array 𝑐 , offset 𝑛, and position 𝑗 ,

𝑗 ∈ [𝑛, 𝑛 + |𝑎 |) ∧𝑂 (𝑎) = (𝑐, 𝑛) =⇒ 𝑂−1 (𝑐, 𝑗) = (𝑎, 𝑗 − 𝑛).

We can now define the simulation relation for this pass, which says that the code of the target is the
compilation of the source’s and that their states are equal modulo the renaming of memory addresses
from the oracle. More precisely, we ask that their register maps and misspeculation statuses are
equal, and that 𝑡` (𝑐, 𝑗) = 𝑠` (𝑂−1 (𝑐, 𝑗)) for each target array 𝑐 and position 𝑗 . The directive and
observation transformers rename mem 𝑎 𝑖 directives and addr 𝑎 𝑖 observations according to the
oracle, and leave the other directives and observations unmodified

L𝑑𝑡 MDir ≔

mem 𝑎 𝑖

if 𝑑𝑡 = mem 𝑐 𝑗

and 𝑂−1 (𝑐, 𝑗) = (𝑎, 𝑖),
𝑑𝑡 otherwise,

L𝑜𝑠 MObs ≔

addr 𝑐 (𝑛 + 𝑖) if 𝑜𝑠 = addr 𝑎 𝑖

and 𝑂 (𝑎) = (𝑐, 𝑛),
𝑜 otherwise.

Linearization. This pass removes structured control flow (i.e., conditionals and loops) by using
a graph representation of the program. The target language has the same basic instructions as
the source, e.g., assignments, loads, and stores, but the edges of the graph capture control flow.
A program in the target language is a directed graph where the nodes are instructions and out-
neighbors are successor instructions; instructions have exactly one successor except conditional
jumps, which have two. Programs also have two distinguished labels, entry and exit, to start and halt
execution. Machines in this language are similar to source machines, with a program label instead
of code, i.e., ⟨ℓ, 𝜌, `, ms⟩. We denote ⟨ℓ, 𝜌, `, ms⟩pc for the program counter of this machine, ℓ .
We characterize this pass as a relation between source and target programs, where ℓ : 𝑖𝑡 → ®ℓ

means that label ℓ points to the target instruction 𝑖𝑡 , and its successors are ®ℓ , and ℓ : L 𝑖𝑠 M→ ®ℓ
similarly but for the linearization of the source instruction 𝑖𝑠 . As the specification of this pass is a
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relation, our compiler is parametric on the exact way linearization is done as long as it satisfies the
relation. The nontrivial cases of the compilation scheme are

ℓ : if 𝑒 jump→ ℓ⊤, ℓ⊥
ℓ⊤ : L 𝑐⊤ M → ℓ ′

ℓ⊥ : L 𝑐⊥ M → ℓ ′

ℓ : L if 𝑒 then 𝑐⊤ else 𝑐⊥ M→ ℓ ′

ℓ : if 𝑒 jump→ ℓbody, ℓ
′

ℓbody : L 𝑐 M → ℓ

ℓ : L while 𝑒 do 𝑐 M→ ℓ ′
.

This pass should be followed by one that places basic blocks sequentially instead of having a
graph representation. Such a pass simply needs to find program points with more than one in-
neighbor and introduce an unconditional jump in one of the branches. It would preserve speculative
constant-time since unconditional jumps do not allow speculation or leak information.

The simulation relation for this pass requires that the label of the target machine points to either
the compilation of the code of the source machine or the exit label of the program

𝑐 ∼ pc ≔

{
pc = ℓexit if 𝑐 is 𝜖 ,
pc : L 𝑖 M→ ℓ ∧ 𝑐′ ∼ ℓ if 𝑠𝑐 is 𝑖; 𝑐′,

and that their states are equal. The directive and observation transformers are the identity, hence
we show that the machines are in lock-step.

Composition. Composing the proof of preservation of each pass yields a proof of preservation
of SCT for the whole compiler, assuming that the source program is sequentially safe. In our
formalization, we assume that passes preserve sequential safety: this is a common property usually
satisfied by correct compilers that can be proved using standard methods. The proof of preservation
of SCT imposes no restrictions on the order in which our passes are composed.

Proposition 1 (Compiler preservation of SCT). Let 𝜙 be a relation on inputs and 𝑝𝑠 a source
program, and 𝑝𝑡 its compilation. If 𝑝𝑠 is 𝜙-SCT and sequentially safe, 𝑝𝑡 is 𝜙-SCT.

7 TYPE SYSTEM
This section defines an information flow type system that enforces SCT with respect to our new
semantics. The type system is taken from [10], but the notion of typable program puts an additional
requirement on the initial type.
For simplicity of exposition, we present the type system in a simplified form. In particular, our

presentation does not allow for label polymorphism and does not follow the constraint-based style
used in type inference.

Type system. We now describe an information flow type system that ensures that observations do
not depend on secrets, for any adversarial choice of directives—i.e., that the program is SCT. Typing
judgments are of the form Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝑖 : Σ′, Γ′, where Γ and Γ′ are security environments that map
registers and arrays to pairs of security levels taken from a 2-elements lattice {Public, Secret} with
the usual order Public ≤ Secret. The components of these pairs respectively track the confidentiality
level under sequential execution and under all possible speculative executions. By convention,
we write Γ𝑛 and Γ𝑠 for the first and second component of Γ. Given that speculative execution
encompasses sequential execution, we implicitly assume the invariant Γ𝑛 ≤ Γ𝑠 . Moreover, Σ and Σ′

are misspeculation flag (MSF) types taken from the grammar

Σ F unknown | updated | outdated(𝑒).
Informally, MSF types capture partial information about the way the MSF flag tracks misspeculation.
We briefly explain each type in turn. The MSF type unknown means that nothing is known
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Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : 𝜏 𝑥 ∉ FV(Σ)
Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝑥 = 𝑒 : Σ, Γ [𝑥 ← 𝜏]

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : Public 𝑥 ∉ FV(Σ)
Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝑥 = 𝑎[𝑒] : Σ, Γ [𝑥 ← ⟨Γ(𝑎)𝑛, Secret⟩]

Γ ≤ Γ′ Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : Public
Γ(𝑥) ≤ Γ′ (𝑎) ∀𝑏 ≠ 𝑎, Γ(𝑥)𝑠 ≤ Γ′ (𝑏)𝑠

Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝑎[𝑒] = 𝑥 : Σ, Γ′

Γ = { 𝑣 : ⟨Γ(𝑣)𝑛, Γ(𝑣)𝑛⟩ | for each 𝑣 }
Σ, Γ ⊢ init_msf() : updated, Γ′

outdated(𝑒), Γ ⊢ update_msf(𝑒) : updated, Γ
𝜏 = ⟨Γ(𝑥)𝑛, Γ(𝑥)𝑛⟩

updated, Γ ⊢ 𝑦 = protect(𝑥) : updated, Γ [𝑦 ← 𝜏]

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : Public
Σ|𝑒 , Γ ⊢ 𝑐⊤ : Σ′, Γ′ Σ|!𝑒 , Γ ⊢ 𝑐⊥ : Σ′, Γ′

Σ, Γ ⊢ if 𝑒 then 𝑐⊤ else 𝑐⊥ : Σ′, Γ′

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 : Public Σ|𝑒 , Γ ⊢ 𝑐 : Σ, Γ
Σ, Γ ⊢ while 𝑒 do 𝑐 : Σ|!𝑒 , Γ

Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝜖 : Σ, Γ
Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝑖 : Σ𝑖 , Γ𝑖 Σ𝑖 , Γ𝑖 ⊢ 𝑐 : Σ′, Γ′

Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝑖; 𝑐 : Σ′, Γ′

Σ0, Γ0 ⊢ 𝑐 : Σ′0, Γ′0 Σ0 ⊆ Σ
Σ′ ⊆ Σ′0 Γ ≤ Γ0 Γ′0 ≤ Γ′

Σ, Γ ⊢ 𝑐 : Σ′, Γ′

FV(Σ) B
{
FV(𝑒) if Σ is outdated(𝑒)
∅ otherwise

Σ|𝑒 B
{
outdated(𝑒) if Σ is updated
unknown otherwise

Σ ⊆ Σ′ B Σ = unknown ∨ Σ = Σ′ Γ ≤ Γ′ B ∀𝑥, Γ(𝑥) ≤ Γ′ (𝑥)

Fig. 8. Typing rules and auxiliary definitions.

about misspeculation. The MSF type updated means that the register msf correctly captures
misspeculation status, i.e., msf is equal to MASK if execution is misspeculating and NOMASK
otherwise. The type outdated(𝑒) means that the register msf will correctly capture misspeculation
status after being updated with the expression 𝑒 .

Figure 8 presents the core typing rules. We refer to [10] for further explanations. In addition to
these rules, the type system features specific rules for safe loads and stores. These rules relax the
typing constraints of loads and stores, under the assumption that they are speculatively safe. Infor-
mally, a load or store is speculatively safe if for every execution, including speculative executions
of the program, the index of the load or store remains within bounds. Under this assumption, one
does not need to set the speculative type of the target register of a load to Secret. Similarly, one
does not need to update the speculative type of all arrays when typing a speculatively safe store. It
is possible to adapt these rules to our setting, by strengthening the notion of speculative safety to
encompass correct initialization.

Soundness. For every program 𝑝 and relation 𝜙 be an equivalence relation that defines secrets and
public inputs, we let Γ𝑝,𝜙 be the security environment that maps to ⟨Secret, Secret⟩ every register
and array that does not store a public input. A key observation is that, whenever Γ𝑝,𝜙 is used as an
initial type, the typing rules ensure that only variables and arrays initialized with public data can
be public. This suffices to prove that the type system ensures SCT.

Proposition 2 (Soundness). If unknown, Γ𝑝,𝜙 ⊢ 𝑐 : Σ′, Γ′, for some Σ′ and Γ′, then 𝑐 is𝜙-speculative
constant-time.
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End-to-end security. By composing Proposition 2 and Proposition 1, we obtain the following end-to-
end theorem.

Theorem 4 (End-to-end security). Let 𝑝𝑠 be a source program, and 𝑝𝑡 its compilation. If 𝑝𝑠 is
sequentially safe and unknown, Γ𝑝𝑠 ⊢ 𝑝𝑠 : Σ′, Γ′, for some Σ′ and Γ′, then 𝑝𝑡 is 𝜙-speculative constant-
time.

8 APPLICATIONS TO JASMIN AND LIBJADE
In this section, we explore the significance of our results for the Jasmin language. We discuss
preservation of speculative constant-time for its compiler, as well as the impact of our findings on
high-assurance cryptographic software written in Jasmin, including the libjade library.

8.1 Preservation of speculative constant-time
Table 1 lists the principal passes of the Jasmin compiler and briefly discusses preservation of
speculative constant-time; whenever possible, we contrast the Jasmin pass with one of the compiler
passes considered in this paper. The overall conclusion is that most passes are either similar to the
ones considered in this work or clearly preserve speculative constant-time.

Unfortunately, it remains a significant engineering endeavor to prove preservation of speculative
constant-time for the Jasmin compiler. The first reason for this is that the proof of preservation of
(sequential) constant-time [18] is a formalization (of over ten thousand lines according to loc. cit.)
that uses complex objects, including structured leakage transformers. Moreover, this formalization
has not been updated with respect to the latest versions of the Jasmin compiler. We conjecture that
a proof of preservation of SCT would be even larger and more complex. Second, the compiler and
the proof of compiler correctness are under major refactoring, in particular, to switch from the
current big-step semantics to an alternative semantics based on interaction trees [63].

8.2 Impact on Jasmin implementations
The Jasmin framework has been used to write efficient and formally verified implementations
of many cryptographic primitives, including the hash function SHA3 and the key encapsulation
mechanism ML-KEM, formerly Kyber. Most of these implementations are typable with the type
system of [46]. However, we have seen that this type system accepts Jasmin programs that com-
pile into assembly that is not SCT. To avoid the problem, we have patched the type system to
make additional requirements on the initial type, see Section 7. To understand the impact of this
requirement, we have adapted the implementation of the Jasmin type system so that it enforces our
additional constraints. Pleasingly, all implementations except ML-KEM require no modifications.
The type system rejects ML-KEM because the rejection sampling procedure uses local arrays,
which must be initially declared as secret in our type system. We manually inspected the sources
of failure and concluded that they correspond to reading public values in initialized arrays. The
type system accepts the program after being instructed that these reads are legitimate, using the
declassify annotation of the Jasmin language. As declassification has no computational content, the
modifications have no effect on performance.

We need to manually instruct the type system that these loads are legitimate because, as discussed
in Section 7, the type of uninitialized variables must be secret. The type checker implements some
heuristics to improve on this, specifically for registers and stack variables, since once it finds a write
to these, it can assume that they are initialized. For arrays, it is more complex; see, for instance the
example of the listing on the right of Fig. 3. In the case of ML-KEM, manual code inspection reveals
that the array in question must be initialized before rejection sampling.
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Table 1. Jasmin compiler passes and their effect on leakage (we refer to the passes presented in this work
when applicable). We expect that all passes preserve SCT.

Jasmin pass Transformers for directives and observations

Inlining Add step directives and • observations before and after function calls.
Function pruning The identity (this pass removes unreachable parts of the program).
Constant propagation Remove some force 𝑏 directives and branch 𝑏 observations (this pass

is a combination of constant folding, propagation, and dead branch
elimination from this work).

Dead code elimination Remove some step directives and • observations (the same as dead
assignment elimination from this work).

Unrolling The identity (this pass is repeated loop peeling).
Register array expansion Sourcemem 𝑎 𝑖 directives and addr 𝑎 𝑖 observations become step and

• in the target when 𝑎 is a register array.
Instruction selection Add step directives and • observations for complex assignments.
SLH instruction selection The identity.
Inline propagation The identity (this is constant propagation on inline variables only).
Stack allocation Renaming of mem 𝑎 𝑖 directives and addr 𝑎 𝑖 observations (this is a

combination of array reuse and (partial) array concatenation from
this work).

Register allocation The identity (the same as register allocation from this work).
Linearization Add some step directives and • observations (a combination of the

linearization pass of this work and a pass that inserts intermediate
direct unconditional jumps).

Stack zeroization Add mem RSP 𝑖 directives and addr RSP 𝑖 observations, where 𝑖 is
constant.

Tunneling Remove some step directives and • observations.
Assembly generation Add step directives and • observations for complex operations.

9 OTHER SPECTRE VARIANTS
So far, we have focused on the Spectre-PHT, a.k.a. Spectre v1, variant of Spectre. We now review
other variants of Spectre and discuss preservation of speculative constant-time in this context. We
refer the reader to recent surveys [22, 25] for further background and pointers to the literature.

Spectre v2. Spectre v2 is a variant of Spectre that exploits indirect branch speculation to force
execution to jump to arbitrary program points. Retpoline [36] (and its variants [8, 35]) is a software-
based countermeasure that replaces indirect jumps by return instructions, the protection comes
from delaying speculative execution until the speculation window closes. It could be of general
interest to study preservation in presence of retpolines. However, this is out-of-scope of our work,
as our primary target is the Jasmin language, which does not have indirect jumps.

Spectre v4. Spectre v4 is a variant of Spectre that exploits speculative store bypass to force
memory reads to retrieve stale values. The sole software-only countermeasure against Spectre v4 is
fence insertion; in particular, it is not possible to generalize speculative load hardening to Spectre
v4, because there is no good mechanism for programs to track misspeculation. Alternatively, one
can use CPU flag to disable speculative store bypass. We believe that the results of this paper extend
to speculative store bypass. However, this requires extending the semantics of programs with a
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memory buffer, e.g., in the style of [16]. This is out-of-scope of our work, as our primary target is
the Jasmin language, which currently targets CPUs with the SSBD flag on.

Spectre-RSB. Spectre RSB [42, 62] is a variant of Spectre that exploits the return stack buffer
to force function calls to return to arbitrary program points. There exist different countermea-
sures against Spectre-RSB. The most relevant countermeasure is based on a combination of SLH
instructions and program rewriting to rewrite calls and returns by jump tables made of cascading
sequences of conditionals [46]. The soundness of their countermeasure relies on a preservation
argument between an idealized semantics and the real semantics of programs. Hence their approach
could in principle be integrated in our framework. However, their preservation result requires
source programs to be well-typed, which would force to make program rewriting as the first pass
of our compiler—note that several compilation passes, including array concatenation and array
reuse, are not type-preserving.

10 RELATEDWORK
Enforcement of speculative constant-time. There is a large body of work that develops automated

techniques for detecting speculative leaks. These works use a variety of approaches, including
type systems, symbolic execution, or fuzzing, and have a broad range of targets, including source
programs, intermediate representations, assembly, or binary code. We refer the reader to the
survey [25] for further information and an overview of the tools up to 2022.
From the point of view of this paper, the most important distinction among these works is the

security definition they target. In this work, we consider speculative constant-time, and require that
programs do not leak through observations. An alternative is to require that speculative execution
does not leak more than sequential execution. We refer to this policy as relative speculative constant-
time (RSCT), although the terms relative non-interference [25] or speculative non-interference [34]
are sometimes used in the literature.

RSCT can be defined as an instance of SCT, by letting the relation 𝜙 be the maximal relation
between memories for which sequential execution of a fixed program 𝑐 coincide. It follows that a
compiler pass preserves RSCT iff it preserves SCT for an arbitrary relation 𝜙 and reflects CT for an
arbitrary relation 𝜙 . However, it is unclear that all transformations of interest reflect constant-time.
In general, RSCT and all conditional policies (i.e., policies stated as implications) seem less amenable
to preservation proofs.

Preservation of constant-time. Over the last few years, researchers have developed new techniques
to prove that compilers preserve constant-time. The first proof of preservation of constant-time
introduces CT-simulation, a technique that extends the usual commuting diagram of forward
simulation from compiler correctness proofs into a commuting cube, that involves two related
executions at source level and two corresponding executions at target level [17]. The technique,
while general, is overly powerful for many common optimizations of interest. Therefore, subsequent
works explore a simpler technique, which consists in proving that the leakage of a target program
can be computed from the leakage of the corresponding source program—and potentially the
public part of the initial state. This suffices to establish, using a simple argument, that the compiler
preserves constant-time. This technique (in some variant forms) was used to verify formally that
the CompCert and the Jasmin compilers, which constitute two prime examples of formally verified
compilers, preserve constant-time [15, 18].

Preservation of speculative constant-time. Patrignani and Guarnieri [49] were among the first to
explore systematically the interactions between compilers and Spectre attacks. Similar to ours, their
exploration is contrasted. On the negative side, they observe that existing compilers, including
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compilers that implement SLH, generate code that leaks speculatively. On the positive side, they
show that with adequate care it is possible to generate code that is speculative constant-time.
However, their work does not consider common compiler optimizations as done in this paper.
An alternative to preservation of speculative constant-time is to implement compiler-based

mitigations that make programs speculative constant-time. Blade [57] is a prime example of
compiler-based mitigation that has been used to protect cryptographic code written in WASM
against Spectre v1. Informally, Blade identifies secrets as sources and leaking instructions as leaks,
and implements an efficient algorithm for the Max-Flow/Min-Cut problem to achieve optimal
placement of protections.

Secure compilation. Secure compilation is a research area that focuses on the interactions between
compilation and security. Since compilers are complex objects and security policies are more
intricate than trace-based properties, many of the results in this area are formalized within a proof
assistant. One main line of work aims to develop a framework to define, analyze and contrast
rigorously different notions of secure compilation [1, 2, 48]. The focus of these works is definitional,
and therefore their general aim is generality rather than on specific compilers or properties. Another
main line of work focuses on specific compilers and specific properties, including various forms
of safety and integrity [20, 28, 44, 45, 67], and resource usage [7, 21, 23, 33, 47, 61]. Other works
approach secure compilation from a broader perspective, and in particular considers compiler
security in a broader context [29, 55, 64].

11 CONCLUSION
Our paper introduces a framework for proving preservation of speculative constant-time, and
shows that the framework can be instantiated to many common optimizations from the literature.
Our overall conclusion is that preservation of speculative constant-time for a realistic compiler
like Jasmin is a plausible target, provided sufficient care is taken to align the source-level notion of
security with compiler passes that may introduce additional leakage. A natural direction for future
work is to carry a more systematic exploration of source-level type systems, in order to achieve the
best performance of generated code. Another direction for future work is to extend our results to
probabilistic programs, which satisfy a probabilistic notion of speculative constant-time, and to
programs which use declassification.
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